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Golden Eagles RC club Geotextile Runway


I spoke with Jon Wilson about their geotextile runway installation today. He’s the 
community liaison for the Golden Eagles RC club in Arizona. They have around 60 
members.


They installed their 45’x600’ geotextile runway in 2018 over an original dirt runway. He 
said there aren’t any clubs around them that have grass runways. They are all dirt. 
Other nearby club’s members have ended up coming to their field to fly, to escape their 
dirt fields. Their geotextile runway is wearing very well. He didn!t remember for sure 
which brand they used but thought that it could have been US230, when I mentioned 
it. I think he said it was around $900 per 15’x300’ roll. He mentioned another club (in 
Arkansas I believe) that installed a smaller section of geotextile to try it and ended up 
installing more later.


Their runway is flat with a slope up across the runway about 4”. They didn’t crown their 
runway due to the natural slope. They tucked the far side in and just left the lower/near 
side untucked. Their goal is to keep the rain water from running underneath it  on the 
upper end and causing erosion. They have had prop strikes and those types of 
damage to the fabric are the only place that weeds come thru. He said it is like 
landscape fabric but 10 times thicker. I got the impression that water passes through 
but weeds don’t, unless there is damage. They have kept up on repairs and it sounded 
like there hasn’t been much damage since they installed it.


Water running underneath it will cause a channel. I don’t believe this would be an issue 
at our field.


Their fabric came with staples and they placed them 6” apart. He said the fabric 
shrinks to drum tight and will pull the staples out if you don’t put enough of them in. 
They rolled their runway with a 1200lb roller a year or more after install, while the 
runway/ground was wet. He said that was a mistake, as the roller left tracks. He did 
however mention that it really hasn’t caused an issue, as the fabric is so drum tight.


They used Henry’s black roofing tar for the overlap joints. The overlap is 6-8”. He 
mentioned that the only issues they’ve had with the joints is where they didn’t get 
enough of the Henry’s in the joint. It apparently lifted a little in between the staples. My 
thought on this is to line up the two 15’ wide pieces of fabric and bond them at that 
joint first. Then let that joint set up before stretching and tucking the sides in 
permanently.


I asked about turbines and he said they haven’t caused any damage except where 
landing gear hadn’t come down and the exhaust was aimed directly at the fabric. So, 
we would want to have some extra material for patching larger damaged areas. He 
didn’t specify how much damage there was but it was apparently repaired.
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He mentioned how much better he thought it was compared to blacktop. He didn’t 
elaborate other than mentioning how hard backstop is on tires. I personally know that 
wingtip dragging on blacktop is very abrasive. I have read that even monokote finishes 
handle mishaps on fabric.


As far as traction on the fabric, he said that only some of the real small models have 
had any issues. I think it was tailwheel traction issues and it is overcome by using 
elevator to pin the tail down. Also, he said that turbines with brakes may tend to lockup 
and skid/slide. I spoke to someone about electric brakes at the AMA Jamboree this 
year. I was told that one brand of brakes (as designed) tends to lock up and that they 
can be made proportional. So, the brakes is an issue that can be remedied.


Jon felt that we’d like the fabric, as takeoffs and landings become much more realistic 
and that small models and EDFs have a much easier time on the fabric.


He said that we would be hard pressed to find anyone in their club that did’t like the 
fabric!
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